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bstract

Automatic surface tension measurement of turbid liquids using a bubble method (e.g., pendant/captive bubble) or interfacial tension measurement
f some liquid–liquid systems necessitates an image analysis scheme robust against noise. Measuring the surface tension of lung surfactant–polymer
ystems using the combination of axisymmetric drop shape analysis (ADSA) and a captive bubble is such an example. We have recently developed
sophisticated image analysis scheme featuring the combination of the Canny edge detector and a novel edge smoothing technique called

xisymmetric liquid fluid interfaces-smoothing (ALFI-S). The Canny edge detector is highly noise-resistant and ALFI-S is efficient in further
emoving noise close to the bubble profile (i.e., adhering noise). However, the procedure of eliminating noise far away from the bubble profile (i.e.,
solated noise) is still not satisfactory in the previous scheme. Here a component labeling method is developed to automatically remove isolated
oise. Component labeling refers to the process of detecting connected objects in a digital image. Once labeling is completed, information, such as
rea, location and pixel intensity, of these separate objects can be obtained. Hence, component labeling can be used as a region-based segmentation
echnique that is capable of differentiating the bubble and the isolated noise. The new component labeling-based noise reduction method is used

o analyze captive bubble images with different amounts of noise. It is found that with the help of the labeling procedure smooth edges can be
etected with a simple set of user-specified parameters even from images with extensive noise. Combined with the previous image analysis scheme,
he component labeling method significantly improves the effectiveness and reliability of ADSA in automatically measuring surface tension from
oisy images.
 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Surface tension measurement plays an important role in
variety of scientific and industrial fields, such as biomed-

cal engineering, pharmaceutical industry, petroleum refining,
olymer testing, printing industry, semiconductor industry, cos-
etics, paper industry, food industry, textiles and adhesives

1,2]. Among the commonly used methods, drop shape methods
ffer a number of advantages as they require less liquid samples,
re applicable to both air–liquid and liquid–liquid interfaces,

nd are versatile and applicable to various situations, including
xtreme temperature and pressure [3].

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 416 978 1270; fax: +1 416 978 7753.
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Axisymmetric drop shape analysis (ADSA) is a surface ten-
ion measurement methodology based on the shape of drops or
ubbles. ADSA was first developed in the authors’ laboratory
n the 1980s [4]. In the last two decades, the original algorithm
as been significantly improved [5,6]. So far, ADSA has been
sed worldwide by a number of laboratories/companies for a
ariety of studies. Due to its accuracy, simplicity, and versatil-
ty, ASDA has been evaluated as a standard method for surface
ension measurement [7].

A recent focal point is the use of ADSA to study bioflu-
ds, e.g., lung surfactant (a phospholipid–protein complex in
he mammalian lungs that reduces the alveolar surface tension
nd maintains alveoli against collapse) (for reviews, see [8,9]).

DSA is found to be very suitable for such studies due to the

ollowing facts: (1) it only requires an amount of liquid sam-
les as little as a few microliters, which minimizes the cost of
xperimental materials. (2) ADSA is capable of simultaneously

mailto:neumann@mie.utoronto.ca
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.colsurfa.2006.11.027
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easuring surface tension and surface area, thus allowing for
ecording surface tension–area isotherms. This feature makes
DSA a micro-film balance, an intriguing alternative to the tra-
itional film balance for studying insoluble films. (3) ADSA
llows measurement of dynamic surface tension. Therefore, it is
ossible to investigate the highly dynamic properties of bioflu-
ds, e.g., rapid adsorption and dynamic cycling of lung surfactant
lms at the physiologically relevant rate. (4) ADSA is capable of
easuring very low surface tension (less than 1 mJ/m2), occur-

ing in lung surfactant systems. (5) ADSA is highly automated
nd hence its operation is less dependent on the skill of the
perator.

In spite of these desirable traits one big challenge remains
hen ADSA is used to study a liquid–liquid system with the
uter liquid being turbid, or certain air–liquid systems with a
urbid liquid, such as the captive bubble method in studying
ung surfactant. This is due to the fact that the turbid liquid
ntroduces significant optical noise into the drop/bubble images,
hich makes effective and automatic image analysis difficult to
erform. Although a pendant drop in air is not affected by this
onstraint, the use of a bubble method is sometimes a necessity,
.g., for the measurement of very low surface tension of lung
urfactant systems, as detailed later. As an illustration, Fig. 1
hows a sample image of a captive bubble in the mixture of
.5 mg/mL bovine lipid extract surfactant (BLES) and 50 mg/mL
olyethylene glycol (PEG). It is noted that apart from the bubble
umerous small particles are randomly distributed throughout
he image. These particles are large phospholipid aggregates
occulated by the addition of PEG (likely due to a polymer-
nduced depletion–attraction mechanism [10,11]). Presence of
hese large aggregates significantly increases the optical noise
f the image, thus making it difficult to extract a smooth bubble
rofile. It has been established that the quality of the detected
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ig. 1. A sample image showing typical noise in a captive bubble image. The liquid i
f noise: (1) isolated noise due to the central highlight spot (a) and due to suspending
articles (d).
chem. Eng. Aspects  299 (2007) 109–116

dge is the main accuracy-limiting factor of ADSA [12]. There-
ore, the accuracy of surface tension measurement from noisy
mages of turbid liquids can be significantly decreased.

We have recently developed a sophisticated image analysis
cheme for measuring surface tension from a noisy image [13].
n that method, the Canny edge detector is first used to extract
he bubble profile and any remaining noise due to insufficient
oise suppression in the Canny is further removed using a novel
wo-step noise reduction system. As shown in Fig. 1, noise in a
aptive bubble image can be differentiated into two categories
ased on its relative distance to the main bubble profile: isolated
oise (i.e., the noise far away from the main bubble profile) and
dhering noise (i.e., the noise close to the main bubble profile).
irst, the isolated noise is removed by measuring edge cohesion:

he binary image after edge detection (edge: black; background:
hite) is raster scanned from left to right and top to bottom.
ny assumed edge pixel away from the main profile by 50
ixels (accounting for approximately 0.5 mm) is eliminated as
solated noise [13]. Subsequently, the adhering noise is removed
y a novel edge smoothing technique, axisymmetric liquid fluid
nterfaces-smoothing (ALFI-S) [13]. It was found that the new
mage analysis scheme is capable of analyzing images in a vari-
ty of optical conditions, including images with extensive noise,
oor contrast, or non-uniform background lighting [13]. Since
he accuracy of ADSA is limited by the quality of the detected
dge, the improvement in image analysis has significantly pro-
oted the accuracy of ADSA on measuring surface tension of

urbid liquids, such as lung surfactant–polymer systems [13,14].
In the procedure of removing isolated noise, although plau-
ible in principle, implementation of the cohesion algorithm is
ot an easy task in practice due to the difficulty in identifying the
ubble profile a priori through automatic image analysis. Ideally,
he pixels representing the main bubble profile after edge detec-

s a mixture of 0.5 mg/mL BLES and 50 mg/mL PEG. There are two categories
particles (b); (2) adhering noise due to satellite bubbles (c) and due to adhering
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the failure of isolated noise reduction by measuring edge cohesion. (a) An out-of-focus image of a captive bubble in 0.5 mg/mL BLES; (b)
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anny detected edge. It is noted that the edge consists of a number of discontin
s found that the isolated noise remains but the real edges close to the ceiling ar

ethod developed here. Note that the isolated noise has been effectively remov

ion should be connected and constitute a group that contains
any more pixels than the other groups representing the iso-

ated noise. However, this is not the case of most noisy images.
or most cases, especially for images lacking in contrast (see
ig. 2(a) for an example), the edge pixels after edge detection is
ot connected but usually consists of numerous small segments
Fig. 2(b)). The number of connected pixels in each segment and
he break between two adjacent segments are random in each
mage and different from image to image. There is a high pos-
ibility that sometimes the pixels in an edge segment are fewer
han those in an isolated noise group. This makes it sometimes
mpossible for the computer system to differentiate the bubble
rofile by simply measuring edge cohesion and hence causes a
ifficulty in removing isolated noise in the post-edge detection
tage. If isolated noise is erroneously identified as part of the
ubble profile, the real edge will be in danger of being removed
ubsequently. As shown in Fig. 2(c), after measuring cohesion,
he isolated noise remains but the real edges close to the ceiling
re erroneously removed. It has been established that the edges
lose to the three-phase contact line of a sessile drop/captive
ubble weigh the most in the determination of surface tension
6,12,13]. Hence, the failure in removing isolated noise may
ause major errors in the surface tension measurement.

The above difficulties have provoked new thinking on remov-
ng isolated noise in the pre-edge detection stage, i.e., the raw

mage. As show in Fig. 1, a typical captive bubble image fea-
ures a bubble located in the center of the image, resting against
he ceiling and surrounded by aqueous suspension. The bub-
le accounts for a considerable portion of the image and shows

u
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segments; (c) edge after “removing” isolated noise by measuring cohesion. It
neously removed. (d) The smoothed edge using the component labeling-based

a more complete edge is obtained.

emarkable uniformity of lower intensity than the background.
he dominant area and the prominent contrast of the bubble
gainst the background allow for easy localization of the bubble
n the raw image and thus permit an alternative way in detecting
nd removing the isolated noise before edge detection.

In this paper, a component labeling-based region detection
echnique is developed to remove isolated noise before con-
ucting edge detection. Different images of captive bubbles in
ater and in mixtures of lung surfactant and polymer are stud-

ed to illustrate the effectiveness of the new method. It will be
hown that the component labeling method is fully automatic
nd robust against isolated noise. In conjunction with the Canny
dge detector and ALFI-S, the component-labeling method will
urther strengthen the reliability of ADSA in analyzing noisy
mages, thus allowing for accurate and automatic surface tension

easurement of biofluids and other turbid liquids.

. Component labeling-based reduction of isolated noise

.1. Component labeling

Component labeling refers to the process of detecting con-
ected objects in a digital image [15]. A connected component
n a digital image refers to a set of pixels in which each pixel is
onnected to all others [15]. In a 2D image, the connectivity is

sually defined by four- or eight-way adjacency. The former only
onsiders the non-diagonal neighbors, while the latter considers
ll eight possible neighbors of a pixel [15]. Finding connected
omponents in a binary image is one of the most fundamental
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accuracy in edge detection.

The flowchart of the entire image analysis scheme used in
ADSA, including the component labeling-based noise reduction
module developed here, is shown in Fig. 3.
12 Y.Y. Zuo et al. / Colloids and Surfaces A: P

perations in computer vision and pattern recognition. Its appli-
ations cover a broad range of scientific and industrial fields,
uch as medical image processing, remote sensing, volume
isualization, and character recognition [16]. After component
abeling, a binary image is converted into a symbolic image in
hich each connected component is assigned a unique label [16].
Due to the importance in computer vision and pattern recog-

ition, a large number of algorithms have been developed
or component labeling [17–24]. Most of these methods are
mproved or modified from the classical sequential labeling algo-
ithm proposed by Rosenfeld and Pfaltz [25], in which labeling
s performed by two subsequent raster-scans of a binary image.
n the first scan a temporary label is assigned to each fore-
round pixel based on the values of its neighbors (in the sense
f four- or eight-connectivity) that have already been visited.
hen a foreground pixel with its neighbors carrying different

abels is found, the labels associated with the pixels in the neigh-
orhood are registered as being equivalent. The second scan
eplaces each temporary label by the identifier of its correspond-
ng equivalence class. After labeling, the characteristics of each
omponent, such as area, position, orientation and boundary
ectangle, can be readily determined. Details of the component
abeling algorithm can be found in Refs. [25–27].

.2. Development of algorithm: component labeling-based
eduction of isolated noise

In some sense, component labeling is a region-based binary
mage segmentation technique [27]. During component label-
ng, each image pixel is examined in the context of its neighbors
nd a region is grown by addition of new pixels if they are con-
ected. Compared with contour-based segmentation methods
in which a region is identified by first determining its bound-
ry pixels), the region-based methods are relatively insensitive
o shape degradation and noise since these methods rely on the
ntire set of the interior region pixels [27]. Hence, it is possible
nd desirable to use component labeling for the purpose of noise
especially isolated noise) reduction.

The component labeling-based noise reduction method
eveloped here consists of three steps. First, the original
rayscale image is converted into a binary image (black-and-
hite) using Otsu’s thresholding [28]. Second, a modified

wo-pass sequential labeling process is performed on the
inary image. In the first pass, the image is raster scanned and
onnected pixels are temporarily labeled to be one component.
n the second pass, regions connected to each other but
ith different labels are merged into one component and all

omponents are re-labeled correspondingly. After this step,
nformation on the number of components, area (i.e., number
f pixels), location (i.e., coordinates of pixels) and color (i.e.,
lack or white, indicating foreground or background pixels)
f each component, is recorded. Also in the second pass of
he component labeling, the detected components are ranked

n a descending order based on their areas. The components
ith the first and the second largest areas usually represent

he background and the primary foreground object. The other
omponents with much smaller areas represent the noise. After

F
l

chem. Eng. Aspects  299 (2007) 109–116

ocalizing the main object and the noise (i.e., knowing the
oordinates of these components), finally, the noise can be
afely removed. To do so, in the original grayscale image the
ntensities of the pixels in the noise components are replaced by
he average intensity of their background neighbors, to provide
smoother transition from the regions of the original isolated

oise to the background. This action is similar to the application
f low-pass filtering to the background of the image [15,16].

It is noteworthy that although thresholding is used as an
ntermediate step in component labeling, it does not decrease
he accuracy of the subsequent surface tension measurement.
It has been found previously that compared with gradient
dge operators the use of thresholding to segment drop/bubble
rofiles degrades the accuracy of surface tension measurement
13,14].) This is due to the fact that thresholding is used here
nly to facilitate the subsequent component labeling procedure
ather than to segment the drop/bubble profile. The labeling
rocedure only collects the information on the localization of
he main object and the isolated noise in an image. Therefore,
he grayscale image after component labeling still keeps the
riginal drop/bubble contour except for reduced isolated noise.
he detection of the drop/bubble profile still relies on the
ubsequent Canny edge detector taking advantage of its high
ig. 3. Flowchart of the image analysis scheme used in ADSA. (a) Axisymmetric
iquid fluid interfaces-smoothing; (b) axisymmetric drop shape analysis.
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. Experimental methods

A mixture of bovine lipid extract surfactant (BLES) and
olyethylene glycol (PEG) was tested as a representative tur-
id biofluid. BLES (BLES Biochemicals Inc., London, Ont.,
anada) is a clinically used lung surfactant and is commercially
vailable. It was prepared from bovine natural lung surfactant
btained by bronchopulmonary lavage with organic extraction.
LES contains about 98% phospholipids and 2% proteins.
LES was stored frozen in sterilized vials with an initial con-
entration of 27 mg/mL. It was diluted to 0.5 mg/mL using 0.6%
aline with 1.5 mM CaCl2 on the day of experiment. PEG,
verage molecular weight 10 kDa, was purchased from Sigma
hemical Co. (St. Louis, MO) and used without further purifi-
ation. PEG at a concentration of 50 mg/mL was mixed with the
ilute BLES suspension. It is known that PEG at such a concen-
ration is able to induce large phospholipid aggregates due to a
epletion–attraction mechanism [10,11]. These large aggregates
ignificantly increase the chaos of an image.

The captive bubble method [29] was used here for surface ten-

ion measurement. Compared with the traditional methods, such
s pendant drop and pulsating bubble, the captive bubble method
ffers a leakage-proof experimental environment, a necessity in
tudying very low surface tensions of biofluids [9,29]. Film leak-

m
b
o

ig. 4. Implementation of the image analysis in ADSA for a clean captive bubble ima
mage after Otsu’s thresholding; (c) pseudocolor image showing 3 detected isolated
abeling; (d) grayscale image after removing isolated noise; (e) Canny detected edge
dge (removing adhering noise).
sicochem. Eng. Aspects 299 (2007) 109–116 113

ge is driven by thermodynamics: a film formed at an air–water
nterface spreads onto a solid support that contacts the film if the
urface tension of the film is lower than that of the solid surface.
or Teflon, this limiting surface tension is around 15–18 mJ/m2.
ue to the loss of film material from the air–water interface,
lm leakage makes the surface tension measurement essentially
eaningless. The captive bubble method employs a hydrophilic

eiling that retains a thin aqueous wetting film that separates
bubble from contact with any solid support, thus eliminat-

ng all possible pathways for film leakage [29]. Consequently,
he captive bubble method is capable of covering a low surface
ension range, which makes it an ideal alternative to the tradi-
ional methods for surface tension measurement. Detailed setup
nd protocol of the captive bubble experiments can be found
lsewhere [9,13]. All measurements were conducted at 37 ◦C.

. Results and discussion

.1. A captive bubble image with a clean background
To illustrate the performance of the component labeling
ethod, it was first used to study an image with a clean

ackground. Fig. 4(a) shows an image (resolution 376 × 640)
f a captive bubble in distilled water. The ceiling of the captive

ge. (a) Original grayscale image showing a captive bubble in water; (b) binary
components (each component is represented by one color) after component

(with pre-edge detection removal of the isolated noise); (f) ALFI-S smoothed
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ubble chamber is made of 1% agarose so that the entire bubble
s clearly visible [30]. Fig. 4(b) shows the black-and-white
mage converted from the original grayscale image using
tsu’s thresholding. Fig. 4(c) shows the pseudocolor image

fter component labeling. Here, each component is labeled by
ne color. Three components have been detected. They are:
he background that contains 121 091 pixels, the bubble that
ontains 112 854 pixels, and the central highlight spot that
ontains 6695 pixels. Fig. 4(d) shows the grayscale image after
emoving the isolated noise due to the central highlight spot.
t is noted that the contour of the bubble remains intact (see
omparison between Fig. 4(a) and (d)). Fig. 4(e) and (f) shows
he Canny detected edge from Fig. 4(d) and the final smoothed
dge after ALFI-S, respectively. Both edges show smooth
rofiles, indicating the effectiveness of noise reduction. Surface

ension calculated using ADSA from this smoothed bubble
rofile is 69.33 mJ/m2, which is in a good agreement with the
iterature value of water at 37 ◦C, i.e., 70.05 mJ/m2 [31]. It
hould be noted that the captive bubble image shown in Fig. 4(a)

P
c
w
c

ig. 5. Implementation of the image analysis in ADSA for a noisy captive bubble im
LES and PEG; (b) binary image after Otsu’s thresholding; (c) pseudocolor image sh
olor) after component labeling; (d) grayscale image after removing isolated noise; (e
f) ALFI-S smoothed edge (removing adhering noise).
chem. Eng. Aspects  299 (2007) 109–116

s only used to demonstrate the performance of the component
abeling-based noise reduction rather than to illustrate the
ccuracy of ADSA. A higher accuracy of ADSA-CB has been
emonstrated before [13]. Most likely, the value of 69.33 mJ/m2

epresents the actual surface tension of the bubble. To observe
he exact surface tension of water requires considerable effort
ith respect to purity of the water and overall cleanliness.
uch an effort was not needed for the purpose of the present

llustration.

.2. A captive bubble image with a noisy background

To further illustrate the effectiveness of the component
abeling method, it was used to analyze a noisy image of a
aptive bubble in a mixture of 0.5 mg/mL BLES and 50 mg/mL

EG. Different from Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 5(a) was acquired from
aptive bubble equipment with a concave stainless steel ceiling
ithout agar gel coating. Hence, the bubble together with the

eiling forms a complex in the digital image. The bubble can be

age. (a) Original grayscale image showing a captive bubble in the mixture of
owing 89 detected isolated components (each component is represented by one
) Canny detected edge (with pre-edge detection removal of the isolated noise);
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asily separated from the ceiling later by setting up a rectangular
orking region in the image, as described before [13].
First, the original grayscale image (Fig. 5(a), resolution

80 × 640) is converted into a black-and-white image (Fig. 5(b))
sing Otsu’s thresholding. Second, the binary image is scanned
or component labeling. Fig. 5(c) shows the pseudocolor image
fter component labeling. In total 89 components have been
etected. The background accounts for the biggest component
hat consists of 177 324 pixels. The complex of the bubble and
he ceiling accounts for the second biggest component, contain-
ng 126 658 pixels. The next is the highlight spot in the bubble
enter, containing 2118 pixels. The biggest isolated noise com-
onent due to surfactant aggregates contains 68 pixels and the
mallest noise components consist of only 1 pixel. In addition
o the suspending particles, other possible sources of the iso-
ated noise (especially the 1-pixel noise) are uncertainties of
he CCD sensor, fluctuation in the light intensity, and salt-and-
epper noise in signal transmission [32,33]. Although too small
o be easily caught by the eyes, the component labeling method
as successfully detected this 1-pixel noise, which proves that
he method is highly sensitive and reliable.

After all the components have been labeled, the noise com-
onents are smoothed by replacing the original intensities of
he noise pixels with the average of their neighbors’. In this
ay, the isolated noise “islands” in the background “ocean” are
lled. The resultant image (Fig. 5(d)) shows a much smoother

ntensity transition in the original noise regions (see comparison
etween Fig. 5(a) and (d)). This less noisy image facilitates the
ubsequent edge detection. Fig. 5(e) shows the Canny detected
ubble profile, which is very smooth. Fig. 5(f) shows the finally
moothed edge after ALFI-S. It is noted that the small bump
n the Canny detected edge (i.e., adhering noise) is effec-
ively removed. The surface tension value calculated from this
moothed edge is 23.67 mJ/m2, which is consistent with data
eported before [14].

. Concluding remarks

A remaining obstacle for the fully automatic surface tension
easurement was an effective image analysis scheme. This is

specially importance for the measurement of turbid biofluids
sing a bubble method or interfacial tension measurement of
urbid liquid–liquid systems. Such systems require an image
nalysis scheme robust against noise. It is desirable to extract
nambiguous information on the characteristic parameters of a
rop/bubble (e.g., height and diameter) or an undisturbed profile,
ven from a noisy background. It is also important to perform all
hese image analyses automatically because the surface tension
f biofluids is typically highly dynamic, e.g., due to constant
dsorption/desorption of the biomolecules. Hence, the analy-
is of a sequence of frames, corresponding to surface aging,
hould be conducted using only one set of user-specified input
arameters without further human intervention, which makes

utomation a necessity of designing the methodologies.

A component labeling method has been developed to auto-
atically remove the isolated noise from images for surface

ension measurement. The component labeling procedure pro-

t
f
B
t

sicochem. Eng. Aspects 299 (2007) 109–116 115

ides information on the localization of isolated objects in an
mage, including the background, the main foreground object
i.e., the drop/bubble), and the isolated noise. Hence, it is possi-
le to smooth the detected noise (with known position) without
ompromising the profile of the drop/bubble. Therefore, the
omponent labeling-based noise reduction method developed
ere acts as a selective low-pass filter which only smoothes
he noise but does not blur the drop/bubble profile. This is

novel attempt to smooth an image in a pre-edge detection
tage without compromising the accuracy of the subsequent edge
etection. Demonstrations on both clean and noisy images show
xcellent results due to this additional noise reduction step. Com-
ared with the previous noise reduction method by measuring
dge cohesion, the component labeling method is more reliable.
ig. 2(c) and (d) shows the comparison of the detected edge from
fuzzy image using these two methods. It is clear that the com-
onent labeling method is able to effectively remove isolated
oise and to retain a more complete edge.

It should also be noted that the component labeling method
s a free-standing module for removing isolated noise. It is not
ndispensable; but, addition of this module would significantly
ncrease the effectiveness and reliability of the image analysis.
lthough only the analysis of captive bubble images was demon-

trated in this paper, application of the component labeling
ethod would cover a broad range of problems mainly con-

erning region detection. For example, the component labeling
ethod would be very suitable for the application of measuring

ery low contact angles of biotissues and surfaces with differ-
nt coatings using axisymmetric drop shape analysis-diameter
ADSA-D) [34,35]. In such a context, the actual contour of a
rop (image acquired from the top-view) is not of interest but
ather the area or the equivalent diameter of the drop is needed.
he component labeling method would be a match for such
tudies.

Combined with the Canny edge detector and ALFI-S for
dhering noise reduction, the component labeling method
eveloped here has greatly strengthened the effectiveness and
eliability of the image analysis scheme used in ADSA. With the
ntroduction of component labeling the image analysis scheme
n ADSA is fully automatic and highly noise-resistant without
ignificantly increasing the computational time (e.g., 1–2 s per
aptive bubble image using a PC with a 2.0 GHz CPU), which
llows accurate surface tension measurement of turbid systems,
uch as lung surfactants. It should also be noted that the entire
mage analysis scheme is independent from ADSA. It can be
sed as a standard software package in combination with any
ther surface tension measurement methodology, for example,
he widely used captive bubble surfactometer (CBS) in lung
urfactant studies [29,36].
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